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Accelerator Waste, What to Do?

H.-F. Beer, Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen, Switzerland

The -problem of radioactive waste and its management is realised by the public mostly in
connection with the controversies surrounding nuclear energy. In this context the waste
generated by medicine, industry and research is very often overlooked. In practice the
waste management community does not realise the problem of radioactive materials
generated in accelerator facilities. This waste is part of the waste from medicine,
industry and research. Only a few contributions at international meetings (1,2,3) have
discussed the theme of accelerator waste, and these few were focused on radiation
protection problems rather than on waste management.

Beside nuclear and non nuclear related energy research at the Paul Scherrer Institute in
Villigcn/Switzerland a proton accelerator complex has been in operation since 1.964. In
the PSI facility hydrogen is ionised and the resulting protons are accelerated to 72 MeV
for injection into a ring cyclotron were they are accelerated to 590 MeV. They are then
used for many different physical and medical purposes. The beam current has increased
from some |xA in the beginning to 2 mA today. Primary beam protons hit the targets and
beam dumps where they cause nuclear reactions, including spallation, which produces
secondary protons and neutrons and lighter nuclei. The secondary radiation activates
construction •and" shielding material. -

Copper, carbon and lead are typical target and beam dump materials, while steel, cast
iron and aluminium are used for construction along with copper and PVC in electrical
wiring. Normal and heavy concrete are used as shielding materials. During the long
activation period a nuclide inventory is built up not only from the primary materials but
also from additives and impurities. High activities are produced in the relatively small
volumes of targets and beam dumps. In comparison the large volumes of the
construction and shielding materials result in activated materials with low specific
activity.

The problem of accelerator waste is complicated by ike fact that within the large time
span of running the accelerator the experiments were changed and the beam times, beam
currents and materials were changed too. These changes are only poorly recorded. In
addition the suppliers of the construction materials changed over the years, each of
whom was free to use different material sources. This means mat the material
composition is uutraceable. In these circumstances it is difficult to get a reliable nucllde
inventory.

To solve the described problems a multi-step approach was chosen.

At the management level a steering committee with was formed. Within this group
representatives of practical waste management, radiation protection, documentation,
modelling and chemical analysis discuss and co-ordinate their tasks.

In the field of modelling a user-friendly calculation program is established (4) to
estimate reliably the nuclide inventory of real waste.

In the field of radioanalysis a group has been formed to determine quantitatively
radionuclides (5,6) that cannot be measured by y-emission. The analytical results will be
used to validate the results of the modelling.
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In addition a documentation system is being built up to specify the resulting waste streams
according to the needs of the Swiss authorities and the final disposer.

In. parallel the waste is conditioned. For this purpose a system of concrete containers has
been developed to condition radioactive accelerator waste in a geometrical form to
allow its integration into the shielding system of the accelerator. The containers fulfil IP
III demands and are accepted for final disposal. Large components have to be
dismounted in a hot cell. During the dismounting activated aluminium is removed for
separate conditioning.

Every year 5 containers are produced on average, each with an overall volume of 4.5 m3.

In the past most of them were used as shielding. Containers not used as shielding go
into interim storage at PSI. The total amount of accelerator waste can be estimated to be
•up to some thousands of m3 of conditioned waste. Given the high cost of handling and
disposing of one m3, it is important to minimise the waste volume.

Weakly activated material, which is expected to decay within 30 years to below the
currently accepted level of exemption of 0.1 uSv/h, is stored at PSI- Obviously, this
material has to be measured before any future exemption. Material already below the
current exemption limit is checked and released. A device for the measurement has been
installed.

In conclusion, at PSI waste from fuel development, operational waste and accelerator
waste has to be managed. In this context an approach is being developed to manage
accelerator waste on a regulatory and practical level to gain the acceptance of the
authorities (Swiss Nuclear Safety Inspectorate) and the final disposer (NAGRA).
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